In this note, we will discuss two aspects of brane-antibrane forces. In one aspect, we generalize the force calculation of D0-D0 of Banks and Susskind to Dp-Dp for 1 ≤ p ≤ 8. In particular, we find that the force is also divergent for p = 1 while for the other cases (p ≥ 2) the forces are in general finite when Z → 0 + , where Z = Y 2 2π 2 α ′ − 1 with Y , the brane-antibrane separation. However, the forces are divergent for all cases when Z < 0, signalling the occurrence of open string tachyon condensation in this regime. The other deals with the puzzling static nature of the supergravity brane-antibrane configurations. We will show that the force on a brane probe due to a brane-antibrane background vanishes when the probe is placed at the location of the coincident brane-antibranes, thereby providing a direct evidence for the existence of general static brane-antibrane configuration in the supergravity approximation.
Introduction
The brane-antibrane systems in type II superstrings break all spacetime supersymmetries. Consequently, unlike the so-called BPS branes, their dynamics, even though more interesting, is difficult to understand given our limited knowledge of the underlying full theory. A coincident D-brane-antiD-brane pair (or a non-BPS D-brane) in type II theories is unstable due to the presence of tachyonic mode in the weakly coupled open string description [1] , however, it should be noted that the corresponding strongly coupled system can be very complicated and the underlying dynamics may be different [2, 3, 4] . As a result, these systems decay and the decay occurs by the process known as tachyon condensation [5] . The tachyon condensation is well understood by now in the open string description using either the string field theory approach [6, 7, 8] or the tachyon effective action approach [9] on the brane. The closed string (or supergravity) approach on this process and the related issues have also been discussed in [10, 11, 12, 13] . In this approach, we interpret the known non-supersymmetric ten-dimensional type II supergravity solutions [14, 15, 16, 17, 12, 18] as coincident brane-antibrane systems and relate the parameters in the solutions to the corresponding microscopic parameters such as the number of branes, the number of antibranes and the tachyon parameter. Using these relations, we have calculated the ADM mass and have shown that the solution and the ADM mass capture all the required properties and give a correct description of the tachyon condensation [11, 12] as advocated by Sen [5] on the D-D system.
In this note, we will discuss two issues on the brane-antibrane systems, one in the open string description and the other in the supergravity (or closed string) description. One possible way to get a signal of the occurrence of the tachyon condensation is through calculating the brane-antibrane force at a given separation and examine the force behavior as the separation approaches the string scale as Banks and Susskind did in [19] for D0-D0 system. We will generalize Banks and Susskind's analysis of p = 0 to 1 ≤ p ≤ 8 5 in the following section. We will see that p = 1 case is similar to p = 0, i.e., the force between the brane and the antibrane is divergent, while for other p ≥ 2 the story is different and the force is actually finite, when Z → 0 + where Z = Y 2 2π 2 α ′ − 1 with Y the brane-antibrane separation. However, when Z < 0, the force is always divergent (for all p), indicating the occurrence of the tachyon condensation in that regime, since the divergence is actually due to the tachyon mode of the open string connecting the Dp and theDp. The divergence of the Born-approximated force between the brane and the antibrane at a separation of string scale indicates such a description breaks down but at the same time, the appearance of such a violent force may also indicate the occurrence of a new process and we know that this corresponds to the tachyon condensation. So we may use the appearance of such violent force as an evidence for the occurrence of the tachyon condensation.
The interpretation of non-supersymmetric static solutions of ten dimensional type II supergravities as representing the coincident brane-antibrane systems has a puzzle. One in general expects the non-existence of such a static configuration since the system under consideration is unstable. Therefore the static nature of these solutions must be due to the supergravity approximation. This static nature has an advantage in that it enables us to use the ADM mass (calculated asymptotically) to capture the off-shell tachyon potential as mentioned in [10] and discussed further in [20] even though the small distance behavior of such solutions may not be trusted in general. In other words, the off-shell tachyon potential can be represented by a continuous family of ADM mass which corresponds to a family of static supergravity configurations labeled by the mass parameter. In this sense, we can discuss the tachyon condensation semi-empirically if the parameters in the solutions can be related to the number of branes, the number of antibranes and the tachyon parameter as was achieved successfully in [11, 12] . How to understand the static nature of the non-supersymmetric supergravity solutions has been discussed in [10] . It was argued there that these solutions can be static even if the brane sources are time dependent, in analogy with the static exterior geometry of a pulsating spherically symmetric star, thanks to Birkhoff's theorem, and the time-dependence could presumably be discerned to the level of higher mass modes of closed string. This has been further addressed in [20] for the case of chargeless configurations by considering the relation between the disappearance of conical singularity and the vanishing force between the coincident brane-antibrane in the supergravity approximation. In section 3, we will use a probe approach to show that when a probe reaches the location of the coincident branes-antibranes but still not strongly bounded to the brane-antibrane system (in other words, the probe can still be taken as a probe), the force between the probe and the system vanishes, therefore providing a more direct evidence for the static nature of a general brane-antibrane system in the supergravity approximation.
The analysis of brane-antibrane force
We consider weakly coupled type II strings in ten dimensions. These theories admit various BPS Dp branes with p even in IIA theories and odd in IIB theories. The brane tension is inversely proportional to the string coupling g and as such in the weak-coupling limit, i.e. g → 0, the tension will be divergent. So, one may naively expect that the brane may no longer be taken as rigid and flat and neither the spacetime can be flat any more in contrary to what we usually do in the perturbative calculations. In the following, we will show that the naive expectation is wrong even up to the distance of the order of string scale. For this, let us first consider the metric of the Dp brane supergravity configurations as [23, 24] ,
where r is the radial distance transverse to the brane, x are the directions along the branes and x ⊥ are those transverse to the branes. For asymptotically-flat and wellbehaved supergravity configurations, we need to take p = 0, 1, · · · 6. The parameter k p is related to the ten dimensional Newton constant 2κ 2 , the number of Dp branes N and the Dp-brane tension T p , apart from some numerical factor (which are irrelevant to the following discussion and will be ignored), as
where we have expressed 2κ 2 and T p in terms of α ′ and g as given, for example, in [21] .
From this, it is clear that for a large but fixed N and fixed α ′ , k p vanishes as g → 0 and therefore the spacetime remains flat even for α ′1/2 ≫ r ≫ (Ng) 1/(7−p) α ′1/2 . So if we don't probe a distance much smaller than the string scale, we are safe to take both the brane and the spacetime as flat in the lowest order calculation. The calculation of the interaction (amplitude) between two parallel Dp branes separated by a distance Y can be computed (for example as given in [22] ) in the lowest order as an open string one-loop annulus diagram with one end of the open string located at one Dp brane and the other end at the other Dp brane. This can also be viewed as a tree-level closed string amplitude, creating a closed string at one Dp brane, propagating a distance Y and then being absorbed by the other D-brane at the other end. The interaction amplitude has two contributions, one from the NSNS closed string exchange and the other from the RR closed string exchange. It is
where V p+1 is the p-brane worldvolume, q = e −t/4α ′ and the integration variable t is the proper time in the open string channel. In the above, the first two terms in the curly bracket are from the NSNS closed string sector exchange while the the third term is from the RR sector. The BPS nature of this interaction tells that the amplitude actually vanishes which can also be seen from the above two NSNS terms canceling the third RR term using the "usual abstruse identity". The interaction for a Dp brane and an anti Dp-brane placed parallel at a separation Y can be obtained from the above simply by switching the sign in front of the RR term and the amplitude is therefore just twice the absolute value of the RR term and is given as
where we have defined A, the interaction amplitude per unit p-brane volume and as in [19] , we introduce the parameter Z as
and the function
One can show using the relations for θ-functions that g(t) → 1 as t → ∞ while g(t) → (t/2πα ′ ) 4 as t → 0. These limits will be needed later. For simplicity, let us define a variable u = t/4α ′ and the attractive force per unit p-brane volume is now
where
and 0 < g(u) < 1 in general. For Z > 0, the only possible divergence for the above force comes from u → 0 and one can show using the limiting expression for g(u) in (8) for u → 0 that the integration is actually convergent there for those allowed 0 ≤ p ≤ 8. Therefore the attractive force is finite as expected since no new process such as tachyon condensation occurs when the brane-antibrane separation is larger than the string scale. We now examine the force behavior when Z → 0 + . For this, let us change the integration variable to v = Zu, we have now
where a is a fixed large number (≫ 1) and in the last line we have used g(u) → 1 for large u. Let us examine the integration in the last line above when Z → 0 + . For p = 0, the integration is Γ(1/2), finite, and the force f ≥ 1/ √ Z → ∞ as discussed by Banks and Susskind in [19] . For p = 1, the force f ≥ Γ(0) → ∞ is also divergent. Therefore this case is similar to the p = 0 case. For p ≥ 2, the above expression for the integration appears as 0 · ∞ and we need a more careful analysis than the above.
For this, let us re-express the force as
. 
i.e., finite. Let us examine the second term with the pre-factor now. For very large a, we have
therefore also finite as Z → 0 + . Here we have used g(u) → 1 for large u in the first line above. Also it is obvious that the first term in the square bracket in the second line above is finite and the second term is
So the force between the brane and the antibrane is finite when Z → 0 + for 2 ≤ p ≤ 8.
In summary, we have seen that the force between the brane and the antibrane is divergent for p = 0, 1 while it is finite for 2 ≤ p ≤ 8 when Z → 0 + . Further, the force is always divergent for 0 ≤ p ≤ 8 when Z < 0. The above divergences are due to large u contribution to the force given in (7) and can be understood by writing the large u behavior as ∞ duu where the first term '1' corresponds to the tachyon mode contribution. As discussed in the Introduction, the appearance of such a violent force indicates the breakdown of the calculation or it can be thought of as an indication of a new process, therefore, signalling the occurrence of the tachyon condensation. Another way to understand the connection between the force divergence and the onset of tachyonic instability is as follows: The force divergence implies the appearance of certain pole in the force calculation. But this divergence occurs either at space-like separation Y 2 ≤ 2π 2 α ′ for p = 0, 1 or at space-like separation Y 2 < 2π 2 α ′ for all p which implies that the corresponding pole is a tachyon i.e. we see the onset of tachyonic instability, since only a tachyonic pole can propagate in a space-like separation. The above discussion implies that the initiation of tachyonic instability for braneantibrane systems is different for p ≤ 1 and for p > 1. For p ≤ 1, this occurs at a larger brane separation and the onset of tachyonic instability at the beginning is milder (only a power divergence). For p > 1, the instability begins at Z < 0 and it is much stronger (an exponential divergence). However, in this region the nature of the tachyonic instability is essentially the same for both p ≤ 1 and p > 1 cases. In other words, the brane-antibrane system starting annihilation or tachyon condensation takes place at a larger brane separation for p ≤ 1 case than for p > 1 case. Whether there is a deep reason or implication behind this difference remains to be seen. 6 We thank the referee for emphasizing to us the curious dependence on p for the onset of tachyonic instability in the Z → 0 + limit which led to this discussion.
Evidence for the static nature of non-susy solutions
The static, non-supersymmetric and asymptotically flat p-brane solutions 7 having isometries ISO(p, 1) × SO(d−p−1) of type II supergravities in arbitrary space-time dimensions (d) are given in [14, 15, 17] . For the purpose of this paper, we take d = 10 in the following discussion. Unlike the BPS p-branes characterized by a single unknown parameter, these solutions are characterized by three unknown parameters and could be either charged or chargeless with respect to a (p+1)-form gauge field. These non-susy p-branes have a natural interpretation as coincident p-brane-anti-p-brane (or non-BPS p-brane) [10, 11, 12, 20] . As mentioned in the Introduction, this interpretation has a puzzle since one would expect the non-existence of such static solutions given the unstable nature of these systems. We will use a brane probe approach in this section to understand such static nature of these configurations in the supergravity approximation.
The static non-supersymmetric p-brane solutions representing coincident p-brane-anti p-brane systems in ten dimensional type II supergravities are [17] 
where we have expressed the metric in Einstein frame. In the above,
with the parameter relation
Here α, β, θ, and ω are integration constants, g is the string coupling and a = (p − 3)/2. Also α and β can be solved, for the consistency of the equations of motion, in terms of δ
These two equations indicate that the parameter δ is bounded as
The solution (14) is therefore characterized by three parameters δ, ω and θ.
As demonstrated successfully in [11] , once the three parameters of the above solutions are expressed in terms of the number of Dp-branes (N), the number of anti Dp branes (N ) and tachyon parameter T , the tachyon condensation process can be described correctly. In particular, we have the parameter δ
and the ADM mass
with 0 ≤ T ≤ π/2 and T p , the single Dp brane tension. We have in general M = (N + N )T p + V (T ) with V (T ) the tachyon potential. Just at the start of tachyon condensation, i.e., T = 0, we should have V (T = 0) = 0 and M = (N +N )T p . The expression in (20) for M indeed satisfies this. As discussed in [10] , the parameter δ vanishes at T = 0 and the above expression in (19) satisfies this, too. In order to examine whether the force between the Dp and theDp in the coincident Dp-Dp system vanishes or not using a probe Dp or a probeDp, we need to place the probe at the location of the coincident Dp-Dp branes, i.e., at r = ω as implied in (14) . While at the same time, we need to make sure that the probe remains as a probe, i.e., not strongly bounded to the original coincident Dp-Dp system. This can be so only at the start of the tachyon condensation since there M(N,N , T ) = (N +N)T p , or at least close to the top of the tachyon potential where (N,N , T ) . In other words, the value of the parameter δ should be very close to its initial vanishing value at the start of tachyon condensation. This will be the key point for us to show in the following that the probe does indeed feel 'no force' when placed at the r = ω.
For definiteness, let us consider a Dp-brane probe placed at a radial distance r ≥ ω and parallel to the brane directions x in the static non-susy Dp brane background (14) . Our purpose is to calculate the interaction potential and for this we just need to consider the bosonic worldvolume action for the probe and freeze the worldvolume excitations as usually done for a p-brane probe placed in a BPS p-brane background in [24] . The bosonic Lagrangian density for a Dp probe placed along x without worldvolume excitations is
where 8 γ µν = g µν with g µν the background metric (14) along x directions but now in the string frame, and A 01···p is the corresponding Ramond-Ramond background potential.
Here we have set the worldvolume coordinates σ µ = X µ with µ = 0, 1, · · · p and frozen the worldvolume excitations. From the relation between string frame metric and the one given in (14) which is in Einstein frame, we have now
Given the above potential density, we can now calculate the force per unit p-brane volume for the probe as
p-brane configuration at different locations or placed coincidentally. With this, we expect that the force acting on a probe p-brane placed parallel to the source branes in the pbrane-anti p-brane background is due to the anti p-branes. When the probe is placed at the same location as the coincident branes in the p-brane-anti p-brane system, this probe brane acts the same as the brane in the brane-anti brane system in the tachyonic parameter region validating the probe approximation. So if the force acting on the probe vanishes, this may indicate that there is no-force acting between the coincident branes and anti branes in the brane-anti brane system in the supergravity approximation. Therefore, this provides an evidence to support the existence of static supergravity configuration describing the brane-anti brane system in the supergravity approximation. This is the rationale behind what we have shown above. Now how to reconcile the result obtained here with the divergent force calculated in the previous section 10 ? Before we address this, let us first point out the differences between these two scenarios. The supergravity description of the brane-antibrane system is obtained in the supergravity approximation where we consider only the massless modes in type II theories and their self-interaction (back-reaction) in the lowest order approximation. While the force calculation between a brane and an antibrane in the previous section counts all the modes but no back-reaction and the divergence is due to the tachyon mode when the brane separation is of the order of string scale. It is not difficult to check that if we count only the contribution of the massless modes to the force in the previous section (or for large brane separation where only the massless modes contribute), the result is always finite which is qualitatively consistent with the above probe calculation. Even in this case, we can only expect the two calculations to agree asymptotically in which the backreaction can be ignored and if the two systems can be prepared to be identical, i.e., a probe brane and a brane-antibrane system with a given separation. But the force acting on the probe in this section is evaluated at r = ω, the location of the coincident branes-antibranes, where the two calculations have no way to agree, unlike the BPS case. So one should not directly compare the force calculated in this section to the one in the previous section. The probe approach used in this section serves only the purpose of showing the static nature of brane-antibrane configuration in the supergravity approximation and should not be taken as a well-approximated calculation of brane-antibrane force in general. The rationale for doing this is explained in the Introduction and we will not repeat it here.
In summary, we have used a probe approach to provide a direct evidence to show that 10 We again thank the referee for raising a pertinent question which has led to the discussion in this paragraph.
the force between the Dp and theDp in the coincident Dp-Dp system in general vanishes. This, therefore, justifies the static nature of the general coincident Dp-Dp configurations in supergravity and such static nature is due to the supergravity approximation.
